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Question: 1
The system volumes are being backed up twice a week
Data volumes are backed up four times a day
CDP is used for critical data only
Data change rate is 1-3% daily
Data is kept for three months
Compressible data will only be compressed at the disaster recovery site
What is an appropriate amount of disk space to start with in the repository?
A. half the disk space available
B. the same size as the protected data space
C. three to five times the protected data space
D. one and a half times the protected data space
Answer: C
Question: 2
A customer wants to back up three Microsoft Exchange servers with IBM Tivoli Storage Manager
FastBack (TSM FastBack), but does not have a requirement to use individual item restore of
items in any of their Microsoft Exchange servers. Each Microsoft Exchange server has four cores
and they will all back up to the same TSM FastBack server. The TSM FastBack server also has
four cores. In this configuration, what are the minimum TSM FastBack products required by the
customer?
A. The customer will need a TSM FastBack server, and three TSM FastBack clients.
B. The customer will only need TSM FastBack for Exchange, and TSM FastBack server.
C. The customer will need TSM FastBack for Exchange for use on the TSM FastBack server.
D. The customer will need TSM FastBack for Exchange, and TSM FastBack Disaster Recovery.
Answer: A
Question: 3
What is the last step to be taken for a dissimilar hardware bare machine recovery (BMR)?
A. erase the FastBack.conf file location in boot drive root directory
B. reboot the target server after restoring with the BMR Recovery CD
C. restart the IBM Tivoli Storage Manager FastBack Manager task with the active flag
D. change the host name from IBM Tivoli Storage Manager FastBack BMR to the source system
host name
Answer: B
Question: 4
When performing an e-mail restore using Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), why is there a
prompt to provide a sender e-mail address?
A. The restore will fail if the address is not included.
B. A reference point for the source is always required in order to send the e-mail.
C. The e-mail address for the sender is identified as the source address for any restored e-mail
messages.
D. Some SMTP servers require a valid sender e-mail address to authenticate the user and accept
the e-mail.
Answer: D
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Question: 5
How can the configuration of the FTP Server be tested?
A. Use the IBM Tivoli Storage Manager FastBack Client Configurator to force an immediate data
replication operation.
B. Use IBM Tivoli Storage Manager FastBack Mount to schedule a near-term replication
operation, then attempt to mount the replicated volume.
C. Launch the IBM Tivoli Storage Manager FastBack Manager interface, access the DR
Configuration tab, and click the Test Configuration button.
D. Open a command prompt on the Disaster Recovery (DR) Hub Server and attempt to use FTP
to connect to the IBM Tivoli Storage Manager FastBack Server.
Answer: C
Question: 6
An IBM Tivoli Storage Manager FastBack (TSM FastBack) protected server
(\\Server_27.mycompany.com, 192.168.0.20) has suffered a hardware failure of the primary
operating system drive. A similar replacement drive is found and installed. A Bare Machine
Recovery (BMR) CD has been created and tested on this server prior to the failure. The TSM
FastBack server is named Austin_FB and has an IP address of 192.168.0.55. Now it is time to
start the restore of the system OS drive. The administrator enters the name of the repository
share as \\Austin_FB\FB_REP_E and OK. An error message is returned that
\\Austin_FB\FB_REP_E is not a valid repository. The administrator re-enters the repository share
as \\192.168.0.55\FB_REP_E and connects. What is the problem?
A. The Repository share was wrong.
B. The CD was bad and should be re-built.
C. The BMR client requires all repository locations to be entered with their IP address.
D. The DNS name was not resolved. Check the DNS IP address as entering the BMR client.
Answer: D
Question: 7
Which information is displayed when right-clicking the snapshot in the Snapshots Monitor display
and choosing events for a specific job?
A. only failed jobs and their status
B. start times and estimated duration
C. every event that occurs while the job is in progress
D. whether any unusual events have occurred while the job is in progress
Answer: D
Question: 8
Which two options describe Microsoft Exchange data restore levels? (Choose two.)
A. File
B. Block
C. Subfile
D. Mailbox
E. Message
Answer: D, E
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Question: 9
How is a disk removed from the IBM Tivoli Storage Manager FastBack (TSM FastBack)
repository?
A. A disk cannot be removed from the repository once it has been used.
B. Stop TSM FastBack server, move the repository files to another disk, update the TSM
FastBack configuration file, and restart the TSM FastBack server.
C. Select Remove from repository (with snapshot relocation) using the TSM FastBack Server
Manager tool, and the server will move the files in the repository automatically.
D. Select Remove from repository (with snapshot relocation) using the TSM FastBack Server
Manager tool, stop TSM FastBack Server, move the repository files to another disk, and
restart TSM FastBack server.
Answer: C
Question: 10
Each snapshot has an icon showing its present status. Which information can be obtained by
simply viewing the icon next to the snapshot?
A. Snapshot is cancelled.
B. Repository out of space condition exists.
C. Continuous Data Protection process is pending.
D. Continuous Data Protection Snapshot has completed successfully.
Answer: D
Question: 11
The IBM Tivoli Storage Manager FastBack (TSM FastBack) Server host name is "TSMFTBSRV"
and the repository is located on the R:\ drive. A restore needs to be performed on a client by
using the TSM FastBack Mount feature. The TSM FastBack Mount has been opened to select the
repository, but there is no repository listed. The "Browse for folder " option is selected. What
should be typed in the "Input your remote repository share" field?
A. R:\fb_rep\
B. \\tsmftbsrv\
C. \\tsmftbsrv\rep$
D. \\tsmftbsrv\fb_rep_<branch name>\
Answer: D
Question: 12
The IBM Tivoli Storage Manager FastBack (TSM FastBack) server name has been changed, and
now the repository cannot be mounted. Which action will allow access to this repository again?
A. claim the repository
B. shut down and restart the TSM FastBack server
C. create a new repository, and transfer all of the data from the old repository to the new one
D. go to the Configuration Tab ?General Configuration ?Storage Pool ?Repository View and
select Enable Repository
Answer: A
Question: 13
Three servers ( A, B, and C) need data backed up. Server A has 200 GB of data with an
expected 10% daily change rate Server B has 600 GB of data with an expected 5% daily change
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